
Soy una raya en el mar
Fantasma en la ciudad
Mi vida va prohibida
Dice la autoridad
-Manu Chao

Ím a streak in the sea
Ghost in the city
My life is forbidden
So says the authority
-Manu Chao

COMPARTE/lo SIMPLE



PROBLEM  TO ADRESS
Every year, half a million of Central Americans seek to reach the United States crossing through Mexico. During their journey they are victims of 
different kinds of violence and exclusion, finding themselves under clear conditions of vulnerability and without any guarantee of respect to their 
human rights. The reasons why people move from their places of origin go beyond their will and control, they can be economical, environmental 
and from a lack of security in contexts of violence.
Mexico has a worldwide triple category in terms of migration, it is a country of origin, transit and destination of migrants. Currently, there are no 
migration policies that provide welfare principles, measures that seek personal security, humanitarian assistances or that recognize the 
complex situation of violence and risk in which thousands of displaced people find themselves. Nor has it been possible to separate the 
phenomenon of migration from the perspective of national security, mistaking migrants for criminals instead of considering them as what they really 
are, human beings who just want better life opportunities.

During their transit through Mexico, the outlook for these people tends to get even darker. The most common problems that migrants face are: 
the breach of human rights, discrimination, information access, refuge, physical integrity and life threatening situations To a large extent, the 
production of violence towards these groups is based on the absence of the exercise of law, the chronic presence of impunity and the lack of 
access to useful information. This allows and stimulates the action and operation of organized crime as well as some corrupt government bodies
and colluded institutions that also participate as aggressors.

In regards to this, there is a complex relation between forced displacements, violence, lack of rights and information, which has its peculiarities in 
each migratory stage (origin-transit-destination).

On many occasions, Mexican society has been quite critical with the migratory policies that other countries have towards their migrants, as 
well as the treatment and discrimination that they experience. But mexicans rarely identify and understand that the pattern tends to repeat itself 
in worse ways with Central American migrants who travel through Mexico.

In Mexico City and its metropolitan area, the problems that migrants face areńt so different, although it́s such a large city the presence of 
the migrant community is less visible. The poor visibility is one of the factors of vulnerability that implies that the only aid from mexican society is 
limited to alms.
When migrants arrive to Mexico City from different routes of the south they practically are halfway from their destiny. Mexico City has 10 
independent migrant shelters which are considered as an oasis for them after all the dangerous geographical points they have to go through. 
It is in shelters where migrants can finally rest and regain their strength so they can carry on, they receive human security, basic services, 
temporary jobs, medical and psychological assistance amongst other helping actions. In this sense, Mexico City can offer many opportunities
 and human capital to support migrants, but it́s ignored by the majority of society.

The best way to intervene in the harsh reality of the migratory process is by working with the existent structures of migrant support (which are 
mostly NGOs) and potentiate smart migrant practices. 

This project attempts to break prejudices and reduce discrimination in Mexican society towards migrants from other countries, understanding 
the multiple problems they face as well as interrelating in a parallel way. Not less important the project has as a fundamental premise, the 
promotion of access to information, understanding information as a manifestation of power since migrant community will have to make important 
decisions that may improve their stay or transit through Mexico. In this case, information may be translated into alternative routes for migrants, 
thethe location of nearby institutions that could help them, obtaining identity documents, the status of their relatives, and the list goes on.

Through design, how might we propitiate a support service for Central American migrants in Mexico City in which tools and connections 
between routes, migrants and citizens are promoted so that migrants who leave the shelters have a less vulnerable, safer and effective 

transit based on their decision making? 

-Migrants are vulnerable since their place of origin, during 
their transit and at their destiny.

-Migrants experiment a complex situation in terms of violence 
and basic information access. 

INSIGHTS
-There are many contradictions of Mexican society regarding 

the phenomenon of migration 
-Making informed decisions during migrant́s transit is essential

for their security and success



THE  SOLUTION

SERVICE STAGES:

It́s important to mention that the migrant community that is formed in shelters is made up of people with different skills, may them be artistic, 
technical and even professional ones. That́s why it is intended to exploit their knowledge for their self-benefit. Likewise, the findings obtained from 
the field work done at the beginning of this project were very useful to create an user profile (Image 1) based on the Design Thinking and Human
Centered Design methodologies so we could understand better what most of migrants in shelters of Mexico City live, need and expect. 

The proposed solution comprises three stages of a system that works chronologically : Awarness & Visibilization, Cultural Exchange & Diffusion 
and Departure & Transit. Throughout the system, which is developed step by step in its blueprint (Image 4), we can appreciate the proposed 
tools that generate connections between migrants an mexican citizens in certain areas.

25 years. El Salvador.
Employee.

ERNESTO Actual situation:
-Ran away due to death threats.
-First time travelling through Mexico.
-Left his family behind.
-Has internet access in the shelter 
-Refugee status request denied.
-Owns a smartphone that uses to -Owns a smartphone that uses to 
communicate with his family.
-Has suffered assaults in Mexico

What he learnt in the shelter:
-Respect 
-Discipline
-Coexistence
-English language
-Organization
-To project-To project
-To cook
-Religion

Goals:
-Get a job in the USA so he can send 
money to his family or stay in Mexico 
and try to obtain a refugee status
again.

Motivations:
-Family
-Better life expectance.
-His faith and God́s power

Feelings:
-Resentment towards Mexico.
-Grateful to have found solidary people 
in the shelter.
-Happy to have met his migrant partners, 
he loves them and considers them as a family.
-Distressed for the rest of the journey.-Distressed for the rest of the journey.
-Misses his family.

Image 1. PERSONA

Image 2. First prototype of mobile selling point (Vending trike)

Cultural Exchange & Diffusion 

Awarness & Visibilization

The shelter community will be in charge of hosting a bimonthly party, a festival that besides being a cultural exchange aims to raise funds
through the sale of art, crafts and gastronomy typical of every migrant́s region as well as collect donations in kind, such as clothing, canned 
food, healing material and second hand smartphones. It́s also planned to make an open mic dynamics based on story telling and other narrative
mediums in order to create an empathy space free from censorship that seeks to make visible the migratory process that the Central American 
community experiences, trying to sensitize and involve the Mexican civil society. 

From the funds raised in the event, it is intended to finance the production of
a mobile point of sale for each shelter (Image 2). Once built, the shelter 
coordinators will be responsible for assigning members of the community 
and collectively go out to strategic points of the city to sell their products 
(food, art and crafts), offer their skills for temporary jobs, and invite the civil
societysociety (Image 3) to be members of a helping network for migrants in transit, 
hoping to replicate and scale this in major districts and cities. The network 
consists of giving interested people a kit with a manual and signage to create a 
guest access point from their residential WiFi signal that will be of exclusive use 
for migrants in transit. Mexican citizens that decide to share their signal with 
migrants automatically take an active part in their integration in the country 
and empowerment by ensuring their human right to access to information.      

He believes he needs for his journey:
-A study of the country.
-More shelters in the way.
-Be prudent.
-Constant information



Image 4. SYSTEM BLUEPRINT

Among other things, this system promotes inclusiveness and access to information implemented locally, starting with streets, followed by 
neighborhoods, cities, states and countries. This is how migrants can relate better to the cities in which they travel through, counting with 
timely information to make better decisions during their transit so they can trace routes, avoid conflict zones, make arrangements with the mexican 
civil society, amongst other situations that hopefully can make their transit through Mexico less vulnerable. 

Departure & Transit.

When migrants decide to depart from their shelters to continue their journey, a survival kit consisting 
of a backpack with canned food, clothes, shoes, healing material and, if possible, a second hand 
smartphone (for those who dońt own one) is handed to them along with indications and a WPA that will 
provide their mobile devices internet access every time they come across with a hotspot, which can be 
easily identified through a sticker visibly placed outside the associated residencies.

At this point of the system a clear limitation can be noticed, and it́s the need for a device to use the WiFi 
acces points and get information on the path for a safer decision making, but it can be compensated not 
only with donated smartphones from the event or by travelling in groups, but also by the fact that the 
system offers a planning tool previous to their departure that they can use on a partneŕs device or on 
the shelter computers. This tool is an online platform that takes in consideration the invaluable 
information that only the ones that have already passed through Mexico or the ones who are currently
doingdoing it know. The platform will display on a map helping points and risky areas from each city that  

should be avoided along with tips given by other migrants to do it.  In the platform, basic information about the country and institutions dedicated to the 
assistance of migrants can also be found. The goal is to unify all the sources of useful information for their journey.

Image 3. Invitation flyer



SUMMARY
COMPARTE/lo SIMPLE is a social innovation project that, with the help of Mexican civil society, empowers migrants who are staying in shelters of Mexico 
City providing them internet access at several geographical points and useful information they will need to continue their journey through the country.
This aims to reduce the situation of vulnerability and otherness they face.

The project promotes a better relationship between the city, citizens and migrants, trying to change the dynamics of Mexico City little by little to make 
it a migrant supportive environment.  It́s thought to be replicated in the most transited cities by migrants to achieve a stable, secure and efficient mobility 
network.network.

The development and evaluation of the project arose from the collaboration with a community of migrants and volunteers in Mexico City who are part 
of a partnership of shelters present in other states of the national territory.


